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Campus Issues
Bryn Mawr Engaging in Diversity

Perry Ho
recruitin

researched by Heather Carwile
written by Maia Saj, Editor
Although their may be a million
different approaches to racial diversity ,
for Joyce Miller, Director Of The Office
For Institutional Diversity, there is " no
excuse for not engaging in it, not if you
really want to be educated." The key to
diversity she said, "is to watch it otherwise
it will disappear. "
In Miller' s opinion, Bryn Mawr is
growing healthily towards pluralism. "In
its early history, President M. Carey Thomas, like many of her contemporaries
praised the Colleges 's elhnic homogeneity
and white intellectual supremacy, " she
said at the Pluralism Workshop last August.
These days the college would like
to see more minorities on campus. In fact,
Miller "thinks racial experiences are good,"
and she would like to recruit as many nonwhite students as possible, she said.
Miller said that there should be a
distinction between color blindness and
color awareness.
Blindness, she said,
should not only be directed towards individuals but to races of people.
Although it is impossible to measure the level of awareness, Miller thinks
that the pluralism workshops, instituted for
entering freshman last year, educated
members of the community. She said that
they provide a forum for people to discuss
important issues of diversification.
Bryn Mawr's efforts to diversify
have not been limited to the student body,
she said. Many changes have been made
this fall. The dean's office has hired two
women of color. The admissions office
and the division of special studies have
each hired one. The new Director of Security is a person of color.
Also, she said, a new series of

r

The white majority of campus has
to want and accept diversity at Bryn Mawr
before it can be achieved, said Michelle
Lawson, co-president of the Sisterhood at
Bryn Mawr College.
"The College has good ideas, but
is is still not getting to the meat of the
problem-it's still skimming the surface,"
she said.
However, Lawson said that too
many students(and sometimes faculty) feel
that it is the minority'sdutyto "melt in" and
conform, thereby abandoning their culture.
She argued that expecting such
action is unreasonable and ludicrous, especially since the numbers of people of color
around the country and the world are increasing at such a rapid rate. In other

~
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Where's the diversity?

seven Tuesday evening movie showings this
fall will focus on all types of minorities, especially on racial minorities.
In her efforts to efficiently followup the pluralism workshops, Miller called
for more faculty, smaller groups, CARY
Conferences, and Cluster jCtivities to promote awareness.
Miller said that tlte key to harmonious diversification is to place the focus on
the entire institutions, not merely on individuals.

Sisterhood against" melting in"
by Stacy Yolanda China
Staff Writer

r

words, she said, people of color will not be
a minority for much longer, so why should
they give up anything just to be accepted by
the present 'mainstream'? The student body
must realize that people deserve to be accepted as they are, without compromising
any of their character.
On the question of racial homogeneity, Lawson stated that in her eyes, such
homogeneity could never be achieved.
Rather, the best that can be hoped for is a
basic respect for people of all cultures. This
kind of mutual respect could be achieved
through the educati()n of everyone about
cultures outside of their own.
A greater awareness of different
peoples could dissolve some of the myths
that people believe, and lead to a richer
community. As Lawson said, "the more
facts you know [about a certain group), the
less likely you are to stereotype."

Photo by Kathie Collado

International students
discourage making assumptions
by Amy Efron
Staff Writer
International students are a vital
part of the Bi-College community, often
bringing a different culture and a global
experience to campus life. Nine percent of
the undergraduates at Bryn Mawr are residents of foreign nations. Although from
dozens of different countries, the sense of
shared experience forms special bonds
among many international students.
For Munize Manzur, Bryn Mawr
senior and Editor of the International Students Association Newsletter, integration
has been an important part of her experience
at Bryn Mawr. "I've come all the way from
Bangladesh and my priority is to meet as
many different people as I can in the four
years that I'm here."
For Oie Jayanama, Bryn Mawr
senior, bringing awareness to the community is her key goal as Co-President ofISA.
Oie says that she does not always view
issues as an American might. "There are
things that I cannot relate to on this campus
because of the way I've been brought up. I
come here and it's different, but I don't feel
excluded ... A lot of times people feel that
it's necessary for everyone to relate the
same way to everything. I don't think that's
important, just because I come from a dif-

ferent background and I know that thin~
like that are not possible."
Debora de Sola, a Bryn Ma111
sophomore who lives in Uruguay, finds th~
"a lot of people here learn from other
students .... Some people are discriminatory,
but most people just like to learn and gci
feedback from you about where you 're from
and your culture." But Rahele Stoessel,
Bryn Mawr sophomore from Switzerland,
has been disappointed to find that there arc
still some who "make a lot of assumptioru
about your background that are not at all tnx
and that makes it harder for intemation~
students to adjust."
On pluralism workshops, Munize
remarked, "I think it's great if you wantw
broaden everybody's mind, but I don 'tthint
that you should flatten out... because we'ret
very diverse group at Bryn Mawr.... They arc
not going to solve all problems with plural·
istic forums, because when all is said aM
done, a lot more is said than done." She
thinks that a more personal approach woru
better. "I think that if Americans have stere·
otyped ideas about other people, it's nicd
they come and talk to the people directly.
And it's also important for intemationm
students not to get defensive, but to take itas.
'Hey, this person wants to get to know me;
she wants to change her views.' I think !JOO
parties have to work into that."

A'!~~!!lSqug ill el!!. 2~ro !?.~di!~~ID~l~!1!~ce~~~?!?!:.!~j u~~tion ofDUecto<ofMWhcW•
life."

According to Gillem, twenty percent of this year's freshman class are people
of color. Overall, students of color represent
about eighteen percent of the Haverford
community.
Gillem also stressed that Haverford's efforts towards diversity do not end
with the admissions process. "One of the
things I' m real ly impressed with [at Haverford]," said Gillem, "is the fact that the
graduation rate of students of color is essentially equal to that of white students."
Haverford has instituted the Science Scholars and the Humanities and Social
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Class of 1990
Asian
25
Black
14
Hispanic
8

TOTAL** 47 (16.0% I

Class of 1992
Asian
46
Black
8
Hispanic 10

TOTAL** 64 (20%)

Specia
Asian
Black
Hispanic
American Indian

7
9
2
0

TOTALS**
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Staff Writer
DirectorofMulticultural Affairs
gela Gillem considers herself part of
verfonl College's efforts to foster greater
iversity within its student body. One of
er goals is to help students of color adjust
tt - -~ominantly white environment.
'Due she is not primarily responsible for
nitiating efforts to increase diversity at
verfcxd, she supports these efforts and
orks closely with plans for their developent and implementation. As Gillem ex1<>ined. "You' ve got to make diversity part
•ric of the college ... Haverford is
~"'-" u1ore of an effort than other places

by Vanessa Chnan
Staff Writer
According to the resident
of Perry House, Bryn Mawr'
black cultural center, one of th
biggest benefits of diversity i
the realization that each and ev
cryone of us has somethin
special to contribute to the com
munity and more importantly
the world.
Perry House is home to seve
upperclasswomen, though it i
not just a place of residence fo
them. It provides a "more com
fortable and enriching atmo
phere," said Lisa Moultrie,
Bryn Mawr senior.
When asked if a real effort·
being made at Bryn Mawr b
the students and faculty to d
versify, Amy Ongiri,alsoa B
Mawr senior, replied, "The
are students who make a re
effort," but she also felt th
until there is a general acce~
tance of a problem [communi
wide] and until the adminis ,
tion changes not much progr ~
will be made.
Not only does the admi
stration need to recruit mor
women of color, it also has

students of color in living and working in a
predominantly white community. The students selected forthe programs work closely
with a professor with whom they feel comfortable in their area of concentration. In
addition to the mentoring aspect of these
programs, students tutor high school seniors
and college freshmen in their field of study.
According to Gillem, the purpose of
these programs is to direct students of color
to graduate schools in the hopes that they
will, in tum, become mentors themselves.
As Gillem said, "They [the programs] really
provide students of color with
confidence ...The programs create leaders."

ral affairs is not a new one at Haverford.
Previously held by Dean of the College,
Mau Hamabata, it has existed at Haverford
for a number of years but under the title
Office of Minority Student Affairs.
The change from "minority" to "multic·
ultural" was instituted for several reasons.
"The term 'minority' is really inaccurate,'
explained Gillem. "We[peopleofcolor]are
a majority in the world, and to call us a
minority diminishes our impact." In addi
tion, such labelling, Gillem said, "pits thi
minority against the majority ....

RESOURCE LIST FO
In Philadelphia:
Students can get invo
Nationalities Service C
Balch Institute for Eth
Center for Literacy,
NAACP,
Coucil for Spanish S
For more informatio
8-D office: 896-11 83.
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Diversity in the Bi-College Community
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by Vanessa Chnan
Staff Writer
According to the residents
~ Perry House, Bryn Mawr's
Nack cultural center, one of the
~est benefits of diversity is
re realization that each and everyone of us has something
~ial to contribute to the community and more importantly to
!re world.
Perry House is home to seven
upix:rclasswomen, though it is
ootjust a place of residence for
irem. It provides a "more com[1X1able and enriching atmos~re," said Lisa Moultrie, a
Bryn Mawr senior.
When asked if a real effort is
~ing made at Bryn Mawr by
ire students and faculty to diltl'Sify,Amy Ongiri, alsoa Bryn
Mawr senior, replied, "There
are students who make a real
effort," but she also felt that
1D1til there is a general acceplllCe of a problem [community
wide) and until the administra00nchanges not much progress
11illbemade.
Not only does the adminiSllation need to recruit more
women of color, it also has to

diversity at Bryn Mawr

move away from its Eurocentric curriculum, she said. Ongiri
added, "this is supposed to be a
school for women, and we need
to see more black role models."
Moultrie agreed but also felt
that there should be "more
growth potential for minorities"
at Bryn Mawr. Another senior
at Perry House, Mamie Jackson
said, "We need the organizations [and classes] that we want
to be in."
All of these reasons may be
having an adverse affect on the
recruitment of minority students. Jackson felt that "Bryn
Mawr does not have enough to
attract minority students" and
unless Bryn Mawr"evolves and
adjusts to the times" they may
never attract enough minority
students.
When asked about the benefits of diversity, Ongiri stated
that the recognition and appreciation of each other's differences is important but also just
the simple "real world" aspect
of diversity is critical. Moultrie also added that she doesn't
"feel appreciated" al Bryn
Ma wt.

self to a certain amount of faculty reduction," and the only
way to achieve greater diversity is, evidently, to hire more
faculty.
However, Kilson anticipates a certain number of retirements in the near future and
hopes that some of these positions will be filled by wellqualified minority faculty. As a
minority professor herself, she
belongs to a group, from both
Bryn Mawr and Haverford, who
will assimilate a list of such
candidates when positions become availabe. The administrations of both colleges,
Kilson believes, will be "very
open" to their suggestions as
they are "committed to raising
the numbers."
Lastly, Kilson stresses
that "Nothing will happen over
night" She hopes, furthermore,
that "students will not become
discouraged;" solving the problem is likely to take years.

'---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__,

Campus Issues continued on page 8.

Bi-College Minority Stats
MINORITY STUDE:\'TS AT BRYN MA WR COLLEGE
Courtesy of Elizabeth Verrney, Director of Admissions and
Registrar's Office as of October l, 1989

Class of 1990
Asian
25
Black
14
Hispanic
8

Compiled by Sabrina Pasztor
Staffwriter
FALL 1989
Class of 1991
Asian
Black
Hispanic
American Indian

TOTAL** 47 (16.0%)

TOTAL 0

Class of 1992
Asian
46
Black
8
Hispanic IO

Special

Asian
Black
Hispanic
American Indian

7
9
2
0

18 (14%)

1
2
2
0

SW

1
29
4
0

5 (2%)

10
2
56 (22%)

57
11
12
2

TOTALS*
(9%)
(5%)
(3%)
(0%)

46/286 (16.08%)

Class of 1992
Black
13
Hispanic 12
Asian
22
Other•
2

(4.4%)
(4.1%)
(7.5%)
(0.7%)

TOTAL 49/293

(16.72%)

50/310 (16.12%)

Class of 1993
Black
14 (4.3%)
Hispanic 21 (6.4%)
Asian
28 (8.5%)
Other*
0

TOTAL

63/328 (19.2%)

* Other is a category for students who cannot describe themselves using the
other designated categories; usually they are of mixed race and/or ethnic
background.
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TOTAL

34 (13%) 306 (17%)

In Phjladelphja:
Students can get involved with these organizations:
Nationalities Service Center,
Balch Institute for Ethnic Studies,
Center for Literacy,
NAACP,
Coucil for Spanish Speaking Organizations.
For more information, contact Marilou Allen at
8-D office: 896-1183.
ACLU 592-1513.
Commission on Human Relations 686-4670.

Courtesy ofDelsey Phillips at Office of Admissions,
Haverford as of October 9, 1989
Class of 1990
Class of 1991
Black
19 (6.6%)
Black
15 (4.8%)
Hispanic 8 (2.8%)
Hispanic 16 (5.2%)
Asian
19 (6.6%)
Asian
19 (6.1%)
TOTAL

82 (25%)

167
87
48
4

RESOURCE LIST FOR FOCUS ON DIVERSITY

Other Resource Numbers include;

STUDENTS OF COLOR (U.S. CITIZENS) at
HA VER FORD COLLEGE

30
14

TOTAL**
A&S

HEGIA/IPEDS definitions are used in determining minority status.
Figures include U.S. citizens and permanent residents only.
• % of total enrollment (1839)
•• % of class or program

Class of 1993
Asian
Black
Hispanic
American Indian

TOTAL** 64 (20%)

TOTALS**
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dent." They see, she said,
by Anne Tweey
"nothing
wrong with the way
Staff Writer
that
things
have always been
"Diversity at Bryn
·
done."
"This
is understandable,"
Mawr," remarked · Robin
Kilson, the new lecturer on the she added, "but sad."
As far as remedying the
Helen Manning Taft Fund, "has
a ways to go." She added that situation goes, Kilson sees "obthis " ... doesn't reflect JXX.lrly vious places to start," such as
on Bryn Mawr," but rather the curriculum. Though she
reflects " .. the general state of admits that the recent defeat of
the program meant to ensure
higher education."
When asked whether that minority groups be reprethere is a strong resistence to sented in the curriculum, was a
Pluralism atBryn Mawr,Kilson significant loss and will "keep
answered simply, "Not obvi- things going slowly", she and
ously." She said that she is, others are dedicated to helping
indeed, "impressed" with the to improve the curriculum as it
"enthusiasm of the students" is now. One of her own major
and even with the "sincerity of priorities is to " ...put into existhe faculty." But, she noted, tence a major, or at the very
the vitality of the movement least a concentration, in Ethnic
does Ii~ mostly with young Studies."
Diversity among the
people.
She said that those who faculty is another, perhaps more
have been in the " ...business difficult issue. "Right now,"
(of administration and teach- she feels that "our hands are tied
ing) for many years tend, un- by the finances of the college,"
fortunately, to be too confi- because it has " ..committed it-

HELP!
EXCHANGES is looking
for someone who is interested
in editing the Entertainment
section of the magazine. If you
are interested , please call Colette Fergusson at 896-5374.
EXCHANGES is also in
need of people interested in
layout and paste-down. No
experience is needed; we would
be happy to teach anyone happy
to learn. If interested, please
call Jeremy Arkin at 645-9756.
Thank you.
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The Economic Unifica i

U N D

The Creation of EEC '92
by Megan Susman
Staff Writer
1992-That number is almost magical
to the people of Europe and to businessmen all over the world. It is the year when
the barriers that divide Western Europe
economically, socially, and politically will
be drastically reduced because of an
agreement negoti?ted by the nations of the
European Economic Community (EEC).
The consequences will be felt worldwide.
The twelve-nation EEC, also known as
the Common Market, is composed of:
France, Belgium, W. Germany, Italy,
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Great Britain,
Rep. of Ireland, Denmark, Greece, Spain,
and Portugal. Founded in 1958 by six
countries, it reached its present membership in 1986. The EEC is made up of four
branches. The most important is the Commission, a powerful body that supersedes
nationalities. Its members are "Europeans" and do not take orders from their
respective governments. It regulates the
political and economic affairs of all member states.
The Parliament is mainly a consultative
body, composed of 518 members who
have been directly elected since 1979 by
the citizens of each state. The representatives tend to vote according to political
rather than national orientation. There is
also the Council of Ministers, which provides direct interaction between member
governments, and the Court of Justice,
whose rulings supersede national laws.
The EEC has a population of 320 million people. There are eleven different
currencies and business is conducted in at
least four different languages. This market
provides great opportunity by its sheer
size, but also great difficulties. Each state
is fiercely independent, unwilling to be
dictated to by any outside body. There is a
great deal of ethnocentrism and strong nationalistic feelings in many segments of
the population.
The Single European Act of 1986,
which paved the way for the economic

unification of 1992, states that there will
be no barriers to free trade among the
member states and assures free movement
of services, goods, people, and capital between all countries. Some political scientists fear that without travel restrictions in
Europe, workers from the southern nations might move to the more industrialized north to seek jobs, fueling overcrowding and unemployment. Just
because governments open their boarders
does not mean the French will be any
more receptive to Italians seeking jobs in
Paris than they are now.
The European unification is not based
on ideology or on any desire for greater
peace and cooperation. It is based on economic necessity. In the words of former
British Prime Minister Edward Heath,
"Western Europe must unify to survive."
Unemployment is high and economic
growth is slow. To compete against the
Japanese and the newly developed nations
of Asia in the world market, the EEC must
eliminate internal tariffs and present Europe as one market, with one set of tariffs,
to the world.
So far, everything is going smoothly.
The nations are cooperating surprisingly
well, despite pessimistic predictions. Only
Britain's Margaret Thatcher is dragging
her feet. The EEC hopes that after the
1992 unification, their ranks will swell to
twenty four nations, double the current
number. Possible new members include
the Eastern Bloc nations, the European
Free Trade Association (Austria, Finland,
Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland), and some Mediterranean states.
A single-market Europe would be able
to develop its own industries and markets
behind the protection of tariffs. There is
also a good deal of talk about how the Soviets might benefit from this arrangement,
particularly given Gorbachev's immense
popularity in Europe. Europe would become one of the major trade giants in the
world, along with Japan and the United
States. To maintain its position, the U.S.
will have to regain its international competitiveness ...before 1992.
Benjamin Franklin
implores his fellow
colonists to overlook
regional differences
and fight for the common good with this
sketch published on
the eve of the American Revolution

Commentary

Different style washing machines.
Same Economy
by Eric Pelo/sky
Haverford, '93
~at can you do? The Brits like front-loading washing machines, but the French prefer top-loading machines. Such are the
little .details of life that can mess up dreams. But can these cultural differences negate the potential that lies in the expansion of
EEC in 1992? Not likely.
The J?reeminent fact, repeated over and over, is that the EEC in
~992 will represen~ a united consumer body of 320 million. This
is the lure and the impetus. Even the United States with 220 milli~n purch~c~s. isn't that big, and Japan is signifi~antly smaller
wnh 120 m1lhon. European businesses, that had once only served
the demand of their respective nationalities, would now be able to
serve a greater constituency without the trade barriers that curn:~ntly exi.st. Harvard Professor Stanley Hoffmann writes in Foretgn Affairs (Fall oi 1989) that the current trade barriers which cat
up three or fo~ percent of trade yearly arc much more effective
than the: Magm?t Line was in .restricting trade. The opportunity
for a tariff-free I~tcmal market 1s not the only motivating factor.
~e opportunity lo wield a much stronger stick in a world full
of mcrcd1bly powerful competing economic entities will not be
overlook?d. European businessmen have been losing sleep over
~c growmg strength_ and competitiveness of the Japanese companies, And ~c declmmg urgency of the East-West conflict means
that ~e United States will be a~I~ to concentrate its capital on eco~om1c means, rather than m1htary hardware. This adjustment
will, mean rougher, tougher U.S . businesses - if you think they
can t g~t any meaner, just ask Frank Lorenzo - with which Eu~~1';
h.a ve to .compete. Europeans recognize the importance
1
h
tahzmg their own companies and strengthening their foot1
. fi 0 . in the world economy. Economic unity remains the most ef~llvce way to mush together their interests and strengths into one
giant alvin & Hobbes mudball.
. So, c~ld these plans be overruled by the cultural tics? No, it's
Just t~ important. for the economic future of these European
countnes. There will be problems inherent t0 the dive~ popula-
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Europe in the Midst of a Metamorphosis: Bi-College De
·
?
by R. F. Coppleson
What Will Emerge.
Staff Writer
by Jeremy Singer
Staff Writer
An economically unified Europe is
nearly upon us. Already half of the laws
necessary to unify Europe economically
have been ratified. By 1992 the national
economies of twelve Western European
countries will be joined into a single
economy of tremendous size. This prospect of a unified economy of the Western
European nations raises two major questions. What changes will be necessary or have been made - in order to create
this integrated economy? Additionally,
how successful will the resulting economic union be?
The most important change that will be
derived from the economic unification is
the standardization of requirements for all
goods produced in the EEC member
countries. There will no longer be varying
standards for goods in different countries.
The standards for goods produced will be
agreed to by the EEC. An illustration of
the significance of this breakthrough is
the agreement that members of the EEC
have already reached concerning automobile emissions. Many of the EEC nations
produce automobiles, so an agreement
setting standards for this industry is a vital step, because automobile manufacturers will now be able to produce cars for
sale throughout Europe with only one set
of standards to maintain. This standardization will save literally millions of dollars as industries can deal with one standard instead of the current patchwork of
standards that they now must conform to
if they wish to sell goods internationally.
Additionally, goods which are licensed to
be sold in one EEC country will eligible
for sale in all EEC countries.
Another important change is the deregulation of most industries which are currently government controlled or regulated. Already the member nations have
agreed to deregulate the telephone and advertising industries. Deregulation will
force the affected companies to become

tions spread across the Continent. But, in the face of stiff competition, European managers will make adjustments. According to
the Harvard Business Review (May-June 1989), IBM has developed with much success "multilingual and multicultural" managers who run its fifteen European factories. Indeed, ninety percent
of what is sold in Europe by IBM, is made in these plants. Honeywell Europe is another company that has adapted to the variety of
cultures, notes the Review. It offers a program to educate its managers about the "social customs and values" of the regions. These
efforts made by the companies should do a lot to ease th" minds
of European politicians., As J?r· ~isse Deidcer, an ardent supporter of European economic umficat10n and a former business leader, said, "We understand now that it is companies that must compete, not countries." Yet, Dr. Dekker's "We" has not become allinclusive.
Some politicians haven't quite caught <m, while their constituencies 3!e affirming their ~upport f?r the integration of Europe's
economies. The Iron Lady 1s gathenng sorne rust while she learns
this the hard way. At the European Community summit in Madrid, Prime Minister Thatcher felt compelled to cooperate more
fully with the efforts to coordinate fiscal policy and establish a
single European currency. She was persuaded by the sound defeat
of her Conservative Party in the recent elections for the European
Parliament. The Labor Party won a majority of the seventy-seven
British seats in the parliament that is responsible for constructing
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an companies that sell within Euroll!e are still more advantage
cause the paperwork and arduo~
along with chancl?S ~
procedures that are currently requif«it, are presented in affairs a
be eliminated.
ie members of the joint Ee
One other important change is thctmcnt are saying, if you w
tion of a common European curreoci to international exchange
though a truly common European ing, strengthening EEC,
cy is not likely to appear before tlleprove that you're an asset t
2000 there has already been a step ion - that you've got
right direction - the creation ofthe[w..Jedge that no other EEC
The ECU's value is a weighted av have or might ever have.
the 10 major European currencies." Chairman of the Econo
companies in different nations can nt at Haverford, believes tli
contracts agreeing to payment in ECL great issues and problems tj
stead of a local currency.
erging community of the n
All of the changes discussed so f1te an effect on American c
beneficial to the European ec 'ties: "In the future, there
H?wever, there are also alterations , Jarly used, E~C unified
will cause problems for the E ing could possibly be run
Community. These problems will i eserve Bank structure, sue
ble result from the unification andie in America. This may the
be dealt with if integration is to lxmerican] banking inte
cessful.
m... The European Parlia
Perhaps the most difficult proble.ir w in a simple form; but ho
the countries of the EEC face is the the supranational responsi
plexity of import policies on ~ bureaucracy that follows?'~
goods. An example of this problem ADEMIC PREPARATI'i
negotiations currently proceeding ar.
WE DOING ENOUG
member nations concerning the imllt>ixon feels that the Bi-C
aut~mobiles. The nation.s in the EE~mics dcpartm~nt offers en~
don t produce automobiles are agal\y of information and theor~
quota on the number of automobil~emational affairs, but that
may be imported from the United lcations of these theories
and Japan. The large car producing1¥ercd in graduate school,
tries of Europe are in favor of a stirves to be an essential ad
strictions on the import of foreign CNth the modem economist
cause as a result of the quota theu pi job hunter with an eye
will be more competitive in the EurttC. "Europe already has pl
market. This problem of import q ble and intelligent peop
not restricted to any one economic ivalent of a BA in eco
all nations have national industries st have more than the aver
they still wish to protect from Oli get a work permit in an
competition, and this desire for pr
, but probably even mo
will lead to conflicts between them
to come." As the Euro
nations.
ent begins to tackle the v
Another aspect of import restricti dcr control issue, it may h
that many of the countries joinin1e its international work pel'l
EEC have very conservative impcx11(1 while Dixon says that it '11
cies, and it is feared that the EEC 1111' come over to work in Euro
protectionist in their dealings with IM6c company, he has a s
of the world. Experts foar that the it will grow harder and
may decide that its interests come mericans to prove that th
and that it must protect its ec 't be, another European
strength, even at the cost of fair trniV£C who can do the job that
the rest of the world. Already there ." He also recommends
been claims of protectionism as the f}l'OOd to prep~e S!udents
peans have refused to accept meat :adu~tes. for hfe m Eu
the U.S. which was obtained from anir1C5n t disc~urage th~.yo~ng
treated with growth hormones, 'OITl branching out It 1s
(continued on page 8)
~ore e~ficien~ due to inc.re~d c

;es,

"We understand now that it is companies that
must compete, not countries."
--.Dr. Wisse Dekker

the framework of the European Economic Community. Business
Week (July 3, 1989) quotes James.Elles, a British EC Parliament
member, 3! saying, "The time has passed where we can afford to
be reluctant Europcan'S." These changes will coerce Maggie into
some compromises she docs not want. One such compromise may
come from the impasse surrounding EEC laws governing workcrmanagcment relations. The Germans prefer a greater degree of
employee involvement and power in the work place than the British. The new makeup of the European Parliament will not allow
Thatcher to refuse to iron out an agreement. Even with the
Thatcher at th~ helm, Britain, according to the Economist (September 23, 1989), has been the most prompt in its execution of
the EEC directives. Internal politics will never die, but the European economies will require somewhat restrained politics.
Admittedly, the hopes of an economically united Europe obscure ~e tenuous transition that is required to achieve this unity .
Increasing competition may increase national tensions or international trade concerns. The question of an alternative still remains.
Europe can not be left to stagnate. The benefits that will be accrued in terms of economic strength and international political
power make the European Economic Community worthwhile and
neces~.
•
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by R. F. Coppleson
Staff Writer
.xording to members of the Bige Economics department, the best
for this generation to prepare itself
a"truly" common market in the EEC
ruough higher education, greater iherefore more marketable - skills
experience, and fluency in AT
\ST one more language. While there
challenges to be had in national
hes of marketing and business firms,
are still more advantages and cha!, along with chances for advanceare presented in affairs abroad. And,
members of the joint Economics dent are saying, if you want to comIO international exchange with the
ing, strengthening EEC, you've got
~ve that you're an asset to your cor·on - that you've got some skill or
ledge that no other EEC citizen has,
Mve, or might ever have. Vernon DixChairman of the Economics departat Haverford, believes that some of
great issues and problems that face the
ing community of the nineties may
~an effect on American career oppor·ue.1: "In the future, there could be a
larly used, EEC unified currency.
ing could possibly be run on a FederReserve Bank structure, such as the one
in America. This may then affect our
lmerican] banking interaction with
m... The European Parliament exists
in a simple form; but how will it take
lhe supranational responsibilities, and
bureaucracy that follows?".
!CADEMIC PREPARATIONS: ARE
WE DOING ENOUGH?
Dixon feels that the Bi-College Ecoics department offers enough in the
yof information and theory concerning
ational affairs, but that the many ap·cations of these theories are best disered in graduate school, which he beeves to be an essential advantage for
l'.ill the modem economist and the forign job hunter with an eye towards the
:EC. "Europe already has plenty of able,
~hie and intelligent people with the
011ivalent of a BA in economics: you
ust have more than the average in order
Dget a work permit in an EEC country
~w. but probably even more so in the
iws to come." As the European Parliant begins to tackle the very sensitive
oolcrcontrol issue, it may have to examre iLS international work permit scheme;
Ill while Dixon says that it may be easier
ocomc over to work in Europe for a spe:ific company, he has a suspicion that
'•.it will grow harder and harder for
Americans to prove that there isn't, or
31 1 be, another European within the
:EC who can do the job that they want to
~." He also recommends internships
alroad to prepare students and recent
!OOuates for life in Europe. Dixon
ron't discourage the young entrepreneur
branching out "It is easier now to
1

m

internationalize a business than it used to
courses a sharper, more or:ganized picture
be. " And he also recognizes that, as the
of the developing unification and their retruly common market forms, both the
percussions on international affairs beconsumer and the producer will benefit.
tween America and the EBC. Farley is alF ARLEY: "DEADLY SERIOUS"
ready emphasizing scale economics in
Professor Noel Farley, of the Bryn
both the International Trade lectures and
Mawr Economics department, will be inthe Economics conference, and will be
stituting several larger changes in his own
discussing the controversy surrounding
curriculum to include some of the major
the European monetary system in Ecodevclopments as the EEC works toward
nomics 216, offered this spring. He
its goal. "We are deadly serious about upagrees '!Vholeheartedly with Dixon on the
dating and changing some courses in
importance of further education. But Farplace, and as a college we are taking
ley is even more stringont on the possible
these developments . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . , difficulty of peneseriously." For extrating "Fortress Euample, the college
rope" once its borhas a proposal pendders
are
fully
ing which will hopeoperational and they
fully be used to incan begin fulfilling
vite
a
visiting
their job vacancies
faculty
member
from
within the
from Western EuEEC. "It will defirope to lecture and
nitely
become
teach for the acatougher," he warns,
demic year on the
to get any kind of
changes from within
work visa or permit
the EEC and brief
without an EEC
faculty
members
passport or a highly
through seminars on
specialiied educathe finer points of
tion or experience.
analytical
issues.
Become fluent in at
"The [visiting] faleast one language
culty
member
But one of Dixdoesn't have to be
on's equally imporan economist," he
tant pieces of advice
explained, "Perhaps
for those looking toa social scientist in a
wards international
different field." Farley also would like to
employment is "Become fluent in at least
use the grant money to fund several leeone foreign language. This will set you
turers on European unification. Farley
apart from your colleagues" and may lead
also reports that another example of Bryn
to opportunities abroad. Professor Farley
Mawr's dedication to presenting these
concurred with the importance of at least
emerging opportunities took place this
a second language, adding that it would
summer as he was finishing his own rebe seen as an asset. Dixon also pointed
search work in Dublin, Ireland. He was
out that the economic ties between Euthen sent, by the college, to do further ecrope and the United States have always
onomic research in Avignon, Madrid, and
been strong, and that greater challenges
Florence. This summer's effort, he hopes,
for the emerging economics undergraduwill now be incorporated into preexisting
ate or MBA graduate would lie in Southcourses to give the Bi-College economics
east Asia or, further afield, Africa or
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No minutemen in Europe:
Cultural Barriers Prevent Economic
Unification
by Dan Clare
Haverford, '93
The European Community 1992 unification plan is technically
a purely economic one. But fiscal unity will require the sacrificing of the interests of individual nations in favor of the interests
of the EC, and because of gaping cultural and social differences
between these countries in addition to strong nationalist feelings,
this unity will never be achieved.
The root of the problem is that the Economic Community proposes to unite 320 million people of different backgrounds and
cultures into one economic, and perhaps later, political and social
entity. However, the twelve EC nations share among them fifteen
major and regional languages, four different types of government,
and over thirty ethnic groups. Their history, although it has been .

"the word 'European' holds such a wealth of
political, social, historical, and ethical connotations that people still disagree on how it
applies in their particular case."
-New Leader (May 1, 1989)

..

intertwined. varies tremendously from country to country, an
there is no common heritage.
Some EC advocates of the unification plan argue that economic benefits will override these cultural differences. They cite the
unity of the thirteen states under the Articles of Confederation as
an example of a group of different peoples and governments unit
ing for economic benefit. Even a~suming that the only purpose
of the Confederation was economic, this analogy blatantly overlooks the fact that the differences between the thirteen colonies in
comparison with the differences between the twelve European nations are infinitesimal. For one, the colonies fought united against
the British, while the European nations have fought divided
against each other. Besides, considering the desperate situation
faced by the states under the Articles of Confederation, advocates
of the unification are wrong to use it as an example of the perseverance of unity for the sake of economic benefits over regional
interests.
The cultural gaps are evident even with the so-called 1992 euphoria that is sweeping today's Europe. According to New Republic !March 27, 1989).. the people who consider themselves
European rather than Spanish or West German or Italian are "not
typical." This can be explained by an article in New Leader (May
1, 1989) which argued that "the word 'European' holds such a

South America.
One economics major who may become a model of Dixon ' s advice is Senior
Daniella Ballard (BMC): she speaks German, and intends to study Spanish during
her two years of work experience after
graduation, before she enters graduate
school for her MBA. Ballard has taken
several international Economics courses,
and sees international banking as a possible career later on. "It's more acceptable
to think of Western Europe when considering international banking," she admits,"but limiting oneself to just the EEC
means missing a new opportunity somewhere else." She may consider working
with a Third World economy later on in

" ...but limiting oneself to just
the EEC means missing a new
opportunity somewhere else."
-Daniella Ballard '90 (BMC)

life, hence the coursework in Spanish: but
she does say that it would be "disadvantageous" to ignore Japan as another focal
point. She has been very pleased with the
coverage of the unification done within
the department, and sees the value of further education, both for her MBA and language fluency.
Economics major Liza Baillie (BMC,
'90) brings an interesting perspective to
the discussion as British citizen. She
spent her year abroad at Oxford University where she studied economics and, you
guessed it, an overview of the unification
in 1992. Baillie has also taken several international courses here: she sees the
stronger coverage in Britain of the changes in the EEC as being directly linked to
the effects the changes will have on Great
Britain itself. But she warns that America's "insular view" may be shortsighted
when it comes to the EEC: "The first
(continued on page 6)

The Eiffel Tower:
Will it remain a symbol of just France or
will it become part of
a unified Europe?

wealth of political, social, historical, and
ethical
connotations
that people still disagree on how it applies
.
in their particular case." And although European. countries ~ave
traditionally had high voter turnout rates for national el~t1ons,
voter response was apathetic in the recent European Parhament
elections, especially in England and Italy._
.
.
Thus, the cultural differences are obvious. But what 1mphcation do they have for economic solidarity? Basically, these cultural differences accentuate the EC's biggest enemy: national ism.
The EC will have to trample over the the political an~ ~ial i~
terests of its individual members as it tries to do what 1t thmks 1s
best for the continent. European Commission president Jacques
Delors, an architect of the '92 plan, practically acknowledges this
with his ambitious view of a unified Europe in which "ten years
.time eighty percent of economic legislation, and perhaps even
fiscai and social legislation, will be of community origin."
Margaret Thatcher of the United Kingdom , reacted angrily to
Delors' statement. As stated in the January 9, 1989 New leader,
Thatcher "objected vehemently to the notion of political unification, which would accelerate economic cohesion. Thate ier [is
afraid Europe will] become a centralized 'Socialist' entity ruled
by bureaucrats in Brussel who will intrude upon eve1 y a occt of
national life."
· Although Thatcher is unpopular among many of her Eu >pcan
colleagues, she has expressed their private fears, and ccn 1 ly the
population's concern, at seeing their country's interests mg undermined. If, for example, a national industry demand
rotectionist tariffs in order to stay in business, the people woulJ have
to chose between letting their fellow countrymen an
rhaps
even their family and friends lose jobs or following directives issued from Brussels. Undoubtedly, the nationalistic passion would
win, and EC unity would be jeopardized. Thatcher's fear o a "socialist superstate in Brussels which [will] submerge our identity
and [will] snuff out our sovereignty" reaches sympathetic cars.
Delors and his supporters have compiled economic studies
which purport to prove great economic advantages for a united
Europe. But he ignores the cultural differences between the
twelve EC nations. Different languages, ethnic groups, and governments, and principally, nationalism, cannot be overcome wi~
promises of economic benefits for the EC nations. Europeans will
not allow what Thatcher called "bureaucrats in Brussels" to impose the EC's interests over the national concerns of individual
countries. In this respect, the attempt to unify the EC in '92. will
not result in the union colonial leaders forged as they collectJvely
, prepar¢ to baUle for~ eom{l¥>o gopd. ~'
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A"!~!:~~~.v~~!t!!!e e~~~2 l!~mai~!e !?~~-..,line up bch;nd .•~ nteT

by Thomas J. Roberts
Starr Writer
With the Single European Act, Western
Europe in 1992 will become more unified
than ever before. Some people fear that
this "new Europe" will become "Fortress
Europe," turning in on itself and erecting
tough protectionist barriers to trade from
the outside. Some foresee a "United States
of Europe" becoming ever more assertive
and independent on questions of foreign

"Businesses that are now in a
favorable position may not
necessarily be so in the
future."

by restnctmg trade with the outside
through tariffs or quotas. Recently, for
example, some European countries ~~ve
~t quotas on the . amount of ~lev1s1on
lime that can be given to Amencan produced programs. Although measures restricting imports are a possibility, the integration of Europe was designed to
promote free trade not to inhibit it, and
the strong cross-Atlantic trade and investment links that are in place - Europe invested 37 billion dollars in the United
States during 1987 alone - do not sug~est. the emergen~e o_f a strongly protecllomst Europe. This view seems to be get· stronger, as the EconomJSI
· reporte d
ling
in mid-September that "Most American
officials now ~ccept, as they ct.id n_?t ~fore, that erecting external bamers is net· ·
ther th e C ommum·ty ' s goa1nor an mevttable result of lowering internal barriers."
More importantly, America will be
challenged by the increased competitiveness of European companies. Markets
will open up, and the end of restrictions
on cross-boundary movement of goods
and capital could radically change the
corporate structure of Europe. American
companies are attempting to get on the
"inside" through direct invesunent and
partnerships. Uncompetitive companies
will suffer, and large co~panies will
swallow smaller ones, while entrepren-

ket will be free to take the plunge and
market to Europe as a whole. Giovanni
Agnelli ~ate this fall in For~ign Affairs
that "B~~messes that are now m a favo~ble pos1t10n may not necessanly be so m
the future." How America's huge multinationals will fare during this chaotic
transitional period remains to be seen.
Currently, no consensus exists among
American corporations about how to deal
with the situation. At stake for American
business is a huge and lucrative market
fo~ i.ts products con:iprising well ave~ 300
milhon people, with. a. Gross Nauonal
Product of over four tnlhon dollars.
Th ere h as been muc h tal k about po1ill··
cal unification of Europe accompanying
its economic unification. In~eed, creating
a Europe free of borders will force gov· Id on a number o f 1mpor·
ernments to y1e
tant issues from visa and immigration
policies to gun control. Though today it
may seem that European nations differ
too strongly to work together toward
common foreign policy objectives, the
sweeping changes currently being made
toward Europe's integration also appeared far-fetched and improbable less
than a decade ago. However, it is important to remember that unification was
agreed to by individual governments for
the benefit of their ~espe~tiv~ ~onomies,
and does not necessitate md1v1dual mem-

pean political stance. In shOI\...,.
that agree on free trade and~~~~~~~~~~
mies may still differ on secu":;
eign policy issues.
What effi t
Id econo ·
ec ~ou
. mic
ha~e on E?u~ s ~lace m
ca sce!1e. urope s ecc;momic
afford it a ~ood d~ of m~pen:
b y Rick R uberg
regard to its foreign pobcy, ar
Starr Columnist
dence that may bring it occasil
conflict with the United States,
Well , yet another two w
so!. Yet a prosperous, in~epen~rcd by and it's time agai
might well prove a crucial stet~d and critically acclaimed
more stable multipolar world 1.... Pr fil
F
11 f you w
'
the United States
has encouragll'.' ,LY o 1 cs · .or a o
·
out the
st war ears Thouwveek' s premiere, I'll exp1at
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mented :ure
prev~nt it fm issue of Exchanges n~t on
.
. th --.Rpccial peek mto the private
mg.ted
a superpower
in .f e :;(;Ill"
U
S
fTdhts of our honored and re
policy and East-West relations. Whatever
m
tales - eve~ 1 so
·f ou 0
the results of 1992, the way in which
comes more powerful in the ec e fa~ulty, but a1so, 1 Y
American businessmen, diplomats, and
!18 - Europe can ~ expected ttrcc piece of shrapnel taken
politicians deal with Europe will never be
mfluence felt on regional and ect\ns of what was Founders Ha
the same.
sues such as foreign debt and ~es are limited.
The integration of Europe in 1992 is not
development. For example, W~
But now to the subject a
an event so much as it is a milestone. The
rope's
trade
and
investment
ties
be from last week's e
Single European Act is part of a developland and Eastern Europe may hl::mem r
.
.
ment that began over thirty five years ago.
found effect in the future of iifd that our seemingly mildAccording to Professor Robert Mortimer
Here already Europe has taken~rford Chemistry profcs
at Haverford, the integration of Europe
lead from the United States wi,10n was really a cross betw
"potentially culminates an extended promeans a "neutral" Europe i~ ul'illg and Timothy Leary. T
cess in European affairs." The full integraimportance of NATO, though ilct, though not quite as wild,
' lion of the diverse nations that comprise
Western Europe has been underway for
will not dissolve in the near f11'%ting . She is a very popular
quite some time, and may take years or
di~inish, but. this is~ue has llKl,story at Haverford, well r
even decades to complete. The Act, which
with l}.S.-Sov1et relations than~ the life of the party. She is,
comprises nearly three hundred parts, is
tegrallon
S usan St uard .
· · of Europe.
.
principally economic. It was conceived of
It is sl!ll qmte early to accuratc1
ked bo t
as a free market, deregulatory act, to prowhat effect the Single European . When as . a. u any
vide for the relatively unhindered movehave on the American balance hke, Stuard indica ted th
ment of capital, labor, and goods throughMany of the key struggles to dele:fS been called just plain Su
out Europe, and thereby improving the
nature of the Europe that emerge.iiame itself has an interestin
competitiveness of European countries
Single European Act have yet lhed to it. It seems that h
within Europe and in the global marketsolved. The place of a united Ewq0 on her father' s side w
place.
world polit.ical ~ystem is eve~ les10 ny, the sister of Susan B.
According to
Windsor, Reader at
the London School o Economics and PolabJe.. At this p01~t, how~ver, 1t ~s for her leadership in th
itics, post 1992 Europe potentially threatce~n that the integration of Fi n, s rights and for those littl
ens America'.s balance of trade in two
gamed a momentum that canrl
.
.
versed, and the United States fa:ncy which look ltke quarters
ways. First, there is the possibility of proLEANER
COMPETITION
FUR
THE
OLD
MAN
tectionism. Certainly there is the chance
ill must learn to live with it
same Susan has been pas
1gh her family since then an
ceming work permits for non-E&agly, Stuard' s daughter is a
views the deadline as motivational. He
pared for unification," she adds.
ers: so if you wish to be indcir.n.
UNDERGRADS AND THE EEC:
sees it less as a Thatcher organization
(contiuned from page 5)
FARLEY'S VIEW
and more as a developing social Eua~ !nte~ational corporati~n. ei~
Susan (the elder) was
years may be easy on the States, with litProfessor Farley is concerned with
rope: "If I were betting at this point,
cmbze m your field or enjoy lit d . d ·
small town
tle difference: but later the market will
restrictions on business intematt an raise m a
what he terms "America's fear of
I'd bet on [EC president) Delores." But
grow extremely complicated, and its eftion as an entrepreneur.
·York. As a girl, Sue read a
change, its unwillingness to grapple
when asked if the changes wiJI open up
fects may be felt in America." While she
iound herself strangely dra
with the neule" and its indecision beany new career opportunities for busiwants to live in the EEC, Baillie wants to
tween reacting to each change or shap•If you are considering working , specifically biographies,
nesspeople independent of an internawork: intercontinentally, with either
ing that change to its advantage. ''There
tional corporation. he was very discoutemational company, the faculty rmal fictional-type readin
North America or Australia She admits
is," he points out, "An opportunity shapraging. ''There will be an acceleration
recommends
a few years of CIJ.classic "Dick Meets Jane")
that her lack of fluency in any foreign
ing up in purely economic terms, with a
of [American] corporate participation
"The more adventurous the bell
•
language is a drawback, but that she
vises Prof. Farley, followed b)'• Sue r~membe~ed a mult1 common market of three billion with
in Western Europe, which may mean
would be happy to learn if the language
most restraints of trade pulled down.
education, preferably MBA wiuograph1es profilmg the ~eat
that American personnel may follow
was relevant to the job ancVor jobWhat will be interesting will be finding
work in international affairs, andK)'. It is at this point m h
into that country. But without an EEC
sponsored. "People learn languages more
out what happens to per capita issues."
passport, it may still prove difficult."
in at least one other language. rd now designates as the be
readily in continental Europe than in
Farley sees the political shape of WestFINAL WORD FROM THE ECOnterest in history, specificall
Britain or the United States," Baillie beern Europe as still evolving he
NOMICS DEPARTMENT
•Keep an eye on the oth~r econ men in history.
lieves. "Because of this, [continental Eudoesn't think that the EEC's market will
-The growing sense of supranationallenges that are developmg, such
,
.
ropeans) are, and have been, more prebe fully functional in 1992, but instead
ca Southeast Asia and South Arn:
Susan s family was muc
ism may mean tighter restrictions con'
other families of that age
The WHO'S THAT GIRL award goes to '5 and females were treated i
But the EEC does stink, at Jeast as far as Americans are
My new and influential political editor, Brad Davis (who
concerned.
bers of the OAKLANJ? ATHLE~I.CS baseh, Susan was expected to ma
bears a striking resemblance to Mike Dukakis - no ofThe main problem is this: Americans can't accept the
who were seen on nauonal telev1s10n stum~
.
·th h rre
Th
fense intended, Brad) strolled into my humble office the
of the dugout during Tuesday night's eP'. to ~1~ty wt
er 1 ·
speed with which our economic muscle is shrinking.
other day and boasted that leaders of the European Ecowith a lot of women who weren ' t necessanx:tal s1gmficance was set by
Somewhere along the way, our national consciousness
nomic Community had invited HIM - one of the fore~ ...(Or if they were, they sure as hell di
At Smith College, Sue
FORGOT that the goal of the post-WWII Marshall Plan
most scholars of politics in one of the foremost sanctuarlike
them.)
S~ECI~
.MERIT
to
Jose
Caru
as
her
major. Academicall
was
to
STRENGTHEN
the
European
economies
to
match
ies of American academia - to speak to their Parliament
our own productive capabilities.
strangest-looking grrlfnend.
:ag making the dean's list he
on their efforts to improve the economies of the ContiThe QUAKING IN HIS SHOES award g~· '
.
nent. (phe~, a long sentence THAT was. I promise not to
MICHAELS, the ABC sports reporter c'· !fowever she admitted ~at
do that agam, cross my heart and hope to fail into the San
Game Three of the World Series when thcie in work was at first mot1va
Andreas Fault.)
m m e n t a r y
0
San Francisco and Oakland decided to pl31 liberties she was allowed
But since Brad was at a loss for a response, he begged
hockey using their residents as pucks. Mic , g so well. This quickly
me to script his upcoming speech in Brussels (the HQ of
sitting in hi booth preparing m go on the~ and she became a more
the EEC), and I thought you might like to know whaL he's
gonna say before he says it.
~=tc'l:fc ~~ck,:O~tha c~~ntry~~~d~f b~~;; student, but not terribly
'Dear friends," Brad's speech will begin. (Ooo, that
F
_k?!?!?!?" as the Bay area trembled and st,, ,
•
•
)pcnmg hne's a dazzler, ain't it?)
The
USED
DISHRAG
award
goes
to
Dan
"The econometric situation of the contiguous American
by Rob Wingate
who looked like he was awakened from the
macroeconomic financial markets dictates against the imHaverford, '90
cover the earthquake on that dreadful nigt· b S th E stein and Jason
ple~en~tion of European. internationalist community legnew makeup man, Dan.
Y e
P
.
1slallon mtended to consohdate protectionist tendencies toWhile we're on the subject of media and lh
Starr Columnists
ward the United States into a unified structure of
It took 'em decades, and as of 1992, they will have accomquake, the ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL award
Welcome back trivia fan
parliamentarianism, importation restrictions, and a whole
plished what Harry Truman encouraged them to do. And
NBC NEWS for picking up the story nearly week's column we reques
load of other really lengthy words that don't mean a bag
after ABC and CBS. And when other stalltt
.. '
now we're peeing in our collective pants. C'est la vie. I'm
of manure in the first place.
reporting 53 "confirmed dead", NBC mis·r""e the trad1llonal moment
a poli-sci major and never expected to find a good job any"In other words, the EEC really stinks."
100 con firmed dead, then retracted it Thc111mmmmmmmmmmmmm .
way.
. AT which point Brad will likely have to duck an incomteam has a better makeup crew than Dan P.ugh. Hopefully, you have a
And now ....That moment you' ve all been waiting for .. .It's
ing tomato or two.
the WINGATE WILD, WEIRD, WACKY AND WONthough.
column by now. If you hav
OK, so I've been exaggerating the facts a little here.
DERFUL AW ARDS, presented on a highly irregular basis
If NBC news has ~n catchin~ up on the:hurt. ... you were probably d
Brad' s not giving any such speech, and the last speech I
to public officials, members of the bi-College community
lately, so have ~ high and mighty peop~
.
.
.
wrote was as campaign manager for a seventh-grade aspirnation's capital The DID YOU GET THE Ll~nt thmgs hke a chem1s
and otherwise normal people for their unique gifts under
ant to a seat on my junior high school's student council.
NUMBER ON. THAT HURRICANE awan!Fting toe lint, or maybe you
the Chrisunas Tree of life. (That is, I do this whenever I
(The poor sap lost the election badly; in Haverspeak, we
GEORGE
BUSH, who must have been out pblem lab on collecting toe lin~
don't
have
anything
else
to
say,
which
is
rarely,
as
those
of
would say he got beaten by No Vote, that everpresent
you who know me will agree.)
(continued on page 8)
were collecting toe lint in ch
electoral rival.)
cac;e, you would know that
)04 + Cheese --> TOE
-Giovanni Agnelli (Foreign Affairs, Fall '89)
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economic inte
f's place in the world ·
rope's economic might
d deal of independence ·
"oreign policy, an in
by Rick Ruberg
¥ bring it occasionally ·
Staff Columnist
e United States, says w·
Well, yet another two weeks have
perous, independent E
ix:red by and it's time again for that
fve a crucial step tow
read and critically acclaimed column:
~ltipolar world, a step ltyProfiles. For all of you who missed
has encouraged throu
years. Though its fJ week's premiere, I'll explain. With
ay prevent it from
issue of Exchanges not only do you
er in the sense of aspecial peek into the private lives and
even if someday it
ghts of our honored and revered Bierful in the economic
ege faculty, but also, if you order now,
be expected to make · free piece of shrapnel taken from the
egional and economic ' ·nsofwhat was Founders Hall. Hurry,
ign debt and third
ies are limited.
r example, Western
investment ties wi th
But now to the subject at hand. If
Europe may have a
remember from last week's episode, we
the future of the rcgi
ed that our seemingly mild-mannered
rope has taken over verford Chemistry professor Eric
rited States. Whether
ston was really a cross between Linus
~" Europe is unclear.
ing and Timothy Leary. This weeks
fATO, though it proba ~t. though not quite as wild, is equally
~ in the near future
sting. She is a very popular professor
is issue has more ~
relations than with the . History at Haverford, well read and al ysthc life of the party. She is, none other
Photo by Kathie Collado
~ly to accurately p . ,Susan Stuard.
-------------------------------------------~~
adjustment to Bowdoin College smoother,
r m~le European Act w
When asked about any nicknames
size of the next incoming class by 100
the campus' Inter-Fraternity Council has
iencan balance of
me like, Stuard indicated that she has
by Jason Goldstein
students. (from The Oberlin Review)
banned first semester rushing. Freshmen
ftruggles to determine
ys been called just plain Sue, but that
Staff Columnist
pe that emerges from
name itself has an interesting history
will still have the opportunity to freely
Wesleyan University
Act have yet to be
hed to it. It seems that her distant
attend
all fraternity parties, thereby
A Wesleyan Freshman wasted no time in
·led E
Oberlin College
0 f a um
urope
in
in
on
her
father's
side
was
Hannah
alleviating
the pressures associated with
organizing a Students for Objectivism
tem ·
I
Oberlin College enrolled its largest ever
is even ess predict. mony, the sister of Susan B. Anthony
rushing
during
the often traumatic first
however, it seems
entering class this September. The record Club. This club, inspired by best-selling
r.,tegration
semester.
It
is
the
goal of the plan that
of Europe lls ous for her leadership in the drive for 908 students challenged the adrninistraauthor Ayn Rand, bases itself upon a
students will be able to make a wiser
um that cannot be re- en's rights and forthose little pieces of tion to find housing for this year's student definition of objectivism as a "total
decision in selecting which fraternity to
nited States for good
ncywhich looklikequartersbutaren't). body. This unfortunate situation forced
recognition of the individual right to be
rush. In addition to the preceding element
e with it
Ire same Susan has been passed down the use of a dilapidated campus house to
great" The founder says objectivism is
of the plan, alcohol has been banned from
bough her family since then and, not sur- provide housing for upperclassmen, the
for "anyone who believes the world is a
Fraternity orientation and Rushing
its for ~on-EEC wOlt. ~ingly, Stuard's daughter is also named placement of 50 English speaking students place where you can achieve beautiful
to be. mde~ndent d !usan.
Activities. While some students feel the
orporat1on, either spe.
S
( h Id )
d cd
in a language dorm, and one white student things through reason and thought".
eld or enjoy the loosrs .
u~n ~ e e er was a_opt at in the Afrikan Heritage House. Course
Though his early efforts were hindered by net result will be a long informal rush
10
during the first semester, one student
siness intemationalil.a- lith and ratsed m a small town upstate registration was among the additional
the disappearance of his flyers from a
countered by saying "Everyone is much
neur.
New York. As a girl, Sue read a great deal problems that arose for the student body
campus bulletin board, interest has
more relaxed, knowing they don't have to
1111 found herself strangely drawn to older
of 2,950 men and women which exceeded swelled, and the new club will begin its
·ng working for an il- kxis,specifically biographies, rather than last year's enrollment by 163 students.
make a decision tomorrow, and fraternimission by solving the question that Rand
y, the faculty strongly
ties can spend time meeting people, and
lle
oormal
fictional
-type
reading
(like
the
Freshmen
and
upperclassmen
alike
posed in 1974: "Philosophy: who needs
w years of experience
less time selling. The system will be
ailt
classic
"Dick
Meets
Jane").
Specifigrappled
with
heavily
enrolled
unlimited
turous the better," adit?" (from The Wesleyan Argus)
stronger as a result. (from The Bowdoin
• followed by furthtr tally, Sue remembered a multi-volume set sections and waiting lists of 170 students
bly MBA with com» 'biographies profiling the great women of for limited section classes. The AdmisOrient)
Bowdoin College
nal affairs, and fluency listory. It is at this point in her life that sions office may be forced to decrease the
I
ffi
ak fi
d
'
rlanguage.
!tuardnow designates as the beginning of ,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _n_a_n_e_o_rt_t_o_m__e_rr_st_y_ear
__
st_u_e_n_ts_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __J
Ir interest in history, specifically the roles her junior and senior years. In fact, she babies, earned a doctorate from Yale and and returned in 1986. She loves the fact the
e other economic chaJ. liwomen in history.
admitted, "I would have struck all of you as was, in fact, one of the first women gradu- students here are not only bright and intereloping, such as AfriSusan's
family
was
much
different
being pretty frivolous."
ates in the History program from which she ested, but have educational and social valand South America.
mn other families of that age in that the
Immediately after college, Stuard graduated. Women'sHistory just seemed to ues. She also believes that the Honor Code
ard goes to the mem- mies and females were treated in the same married. No thoughts of graduate school her the logical next step for a concentration. plays an integral and unremovable part in
ETICS baseball club ray. Susan was expected to make a contri- entered her mind. She taught 5th grade, high The opportunity was there and she pounced the Community.
evision stumbling oui
As for the future, Stuard plans to
y night's earthquake llltion to society with herlife. This example school and Junior College before finally be- upon it.
continue
her various writing projects. She
of
social
significance
was
set
by
her
father.
coming
a
college
professor.
During
that
Stuard
disturbingly
found
that
she
r n' n
·1
·
ure as hell dido 't lcxi
At Smith College, Sue chose his- time she somehow managed to earn two was the first women to teach in her field at will also continue to plague history majors
r to Jose Canseco for ny as her major. Academically she was Master's Degrees, one in Education and the the many different places that she taught, with artifacts taken from her family island
~g. making the dean's list her freshman other in, History (what else), from the Uniwhen she taught on the college level. Her (named Squaw Island) in Canada. But as
ES award goes to AL
,w.
However
she
admitted
that
her
excelversity
of
Rochester.
precedent
breaking work lent itself nicely to with much of her life, Susan is taking a "go
. s reporter covering
m:e
in
work
was
at
first
motivated
by
the
Also
during
this
time,
her
husband
the
activism
in which she was involved. For with the flow" type of attitude. Rather than
es when the cities of
ecided to play street extra liberties she was allowed to take for has going through medical school; thus, her example, Susan participated in the drive making any set plans or setting certain goals,
pucks. Michaels was ibing so well. This quickly passed, of teaching helped support him and their fam- against birth control laws in Connecticut she says, "I'm much more interested that
o go on the ai r when coorse, and she became a more purely mo- ily. But finally, he graduated and began his while at Yale.
I'm doing the kind of productive work that
ful of baseball fans
I'm happiest with."
tiviedstudent,
but
not
terribly
serious
until
residency
in
New
Haven,
Connecticut.
Sue,
In
1983,
Stuard
was
a
visiting
words "What the
continuing her education despite her two professor at Haverford, stayed for a year,
mblcd and shook.
goes to Dan Rather
ed from the grave ~
eadful night. Get a
-Estimated amount of grease New
Anyway, what does this have to trivia ...
by Seth Epstein and Jason Moll
---The
number
of
condoms
sold
in
Japan
Orleans restaurants disposed of last year,
Staff
Columnists
do with the price of a gallon container
media and the eartheach
year,
per
adult
male:
23
in gallons: 2,000,000
HEEL award goes to
Welcomebacktriviafans! Tobegin of Canine Quencher? Do you even know
story nearly an hour
-The
number
of
condoms
sold
in
-Portion
of the world's refugees that are
Ibis week's column, we request that you what Canine Quencher is? Do you care?
other stations were
America
each
year,
per
adult
male:
5
Afghani:
1/2
', NBC mis-reported OO!erve the traditional moment of silence. Why do you care? Why should you care?
-Chances that a deep breath inhaled
cted it Their news !mtmmmmmmmmmmmmmm. OK. That's Why not use tap water instead of shelling -Percentage of all paper money in the
U.S.A.
that
contains
traces
of
cocaine:
97
today will contain a molecule from Julius
than Dan Rather's,
coough. Hopefully, you have all read our out 99 cents for doggie bottled water? Why,
-Total
length
of
all
U.S.
interstate
Ccaser's
dying breath: 99 in 100
first column by now. If you haven't, we're because you love your pooch ... and that's
n~ up on their sleep
highways, in miles: 44,328
-Average
number of bunk-bed related
what
trivia'
s
all
about.
oot hurt ... you were probably doing more
1ghty people in the
-Total
length
of
all
roads
built
during
the
injuries
each
year in the United States:
So,
to
get
to
the
heart
of
the
matter,
important things like a chemistry lab or
GET THE LICENSE
Roman
Empire,
in
miles:
49,000
26,000
collectingtoe lint, or maybe you were doing the theme of this week's column is ...well ...
ANE award goes to
-Maximum fine for urinating in an
been out playing in
acoom lab on collecting toe lint, or maybe nothing in particular. If you wish to waste -Percentage of runners who say they
think
about
sex
while
running:
66
elevator in Singapore: $500.00
you werecollecting toe lint in chem lab. In countless hours trying to find a theme, be
-Percentage
of
runners
who
say
they
-Estimated
1927 gross income of Al
any case, you would know that 2H + 20 + our guest. We really don't care either way.
think
about
running
during
sex:
8
Capone,
in
1987
dollars: $600,000,000.00
And now, without further ado, the
H2S04 +Cheese-> TOE LINT.
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Campus Issues, Politics (cont. 'd)
Bryn Mawr and Haverford making efforts to diversify
liberally educated person is one who is
capable of crossing cultural boundaries,"
she said. Part of being educated, she explained, is "having a sophisticated grasp of
cultures other than your own." With an
understanding of others' cultural values,
said Shapiro, one can further understand
and question the values that he or she has
adopted through his or her own culture.
For these reasons, said Shapiro,
Bryn Mawr has had a long-term commitment to recruiting international students. It
has also sought to increase the number of
women of color from the United States
within its student body.
However, according to Gollob,
there is problem that arises when people of
color are sought out in order to increase
campus diversity. "We want to bring black
and Hispanic people here not just because
they are black or Hispanic," he explained.
"We want to see them as individuals." He
continued, "There is something not entirely
satisfactory about thinking of people in
categories or groups." A balance between
regarding the value of the individual verses
regarding him or her in an ethnic or racial

For both Haverford Provost Jerry
Gollub and Bryn Mawr Deputy to the President Judith Shapiro, the ethnic and racial
diversification of their respective colleges is
a high priority.
According to Gollub, there are
several reasons behind the commitment to
diversity that exists at Haverford and at
other educational institutions across the
country. The first is "an appreciation of the
fact that a great deal of talent is not being
adequately educated," explained Gollob.
The waste of this talent will ultimately hurt
the quality of the nation's labor force as well
as that of its intellectual caliber.
A second reason for diversifying
the college is a basic concern for equity.
According to Gollub, "it is a concern that
groups that never had opportunities in the
past should have them in the future."
In addition, explained Gollub, the
quality of the educational experience for
college students will be higher if learning
occurs within the context of an ethnically
and racially diverse community.
Shapiro emphasized this point. "A

category must be made in the processes of
admissions and faculty appointments, said
Gollub.
While both colleges have made the
search for mino1ity faculty members a high
priority within the last few years, both Gollub and Shapiro pointed out that results are
not easily attainable. According to Gollub,
the basic problem is that "every institution
in the country wants to do the same thing.
Too many people are looking for too few
individuals." BothGollubandShapiroagrce
thattheneedforminorityprofessorsisgreater
in some fields than in others. Shapiro added
that in small schools with curriculum constraints, the needs are very specific and thus
the likelihood of matching curricular needs
with available professors of color becomes
even smaller. "The statistics," said Shapiro,
"are working against us."
Despite the difficulties, both
Shapiro and Gollub feel that their respective
colleges have made progress in their efforts
to diversify. As Gollub put it, the numberof
students and professors of color at Haverford is "a lot bigger than it would be if we
weren't trying." While he admitted that
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Haverford's success in diversificabuinuedfrom page 6)
been limited, he stressed that it has~ was a trend of decreasin
negligible.
funding of the class budget
At Haverford, there are ause there was not enoug
faculty members of color who are ey before the dues increase
the regular tenure track and on tern, funding has increased fro
appointments. Accordi~g to Shai, year. If people want to hav
Bryn Mawr there are eighteen pe°lcrs, brunches, movie nights
color on. the faculty. She added ihl with their class, then it migh
number 1s not completely accurate11ossible to fund the classes mor
so~e ~f the pe<_>P~e included in this More small scale options coul
pnm~ly admm.1s~~~rs who alsolude a game/ recreation room
teachmg respons1b1ht1es.
ocs not have to be exactly Jik
.
Shapiro added that noweffcyerford's. A game room give
bemg made to encoura~e B11'.n Ma1iple anotheroption than the ca£
dents o.f color to. contmue m acaliking a break from academic
According to Shapiro, Bryn Mawr hrurhatcver time they choose. Las
strong ~istory ~f "r.eproducing iliir I discussed this option witl
generation of university professors. ~ SG A President Jaye Fox an
special effort is being made to recruit~k Heyduck. I believe it woul
ity students."
.
esome work to get the to get th
Gollub pointed out that Sl\fing and the space for the roo
who are concerned about the represe111it is possible.
of people of coloron the Haverford['Movies could be shown in th
are welcome to ?articip~te in the lbpus Center. Ideally, it woul
pr~.ess by atte~dmg candidate lectui;. good idea to show them
wr1tmg evaluations.
pie nights a week, but pickin
, night of the week could wor
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show movies every Monda1
listen to him carefully- sounds exactly
like Carl Sagan.
(P.S. If you ever see someone or something you think deserves a Wingate
award, send a note to me through campus mail, and future columns will be
greatly enriched.)

• •
(continued from page 6)
the yard with the family dog when Hugo
swept through the Carolinas. His administration had no response, in effect.
The NO, I OON'T SPEAK FRENCH
award goes to GEORGE BUSH - the first
individual ever to win two Wingate awards
in the same column -who probably didn't
comprehend the gravity of the situation
when his aides told him there'd been a coup
d'etat attempt in Panama. It apparently took
the President 36 hours to fonnulate a response to the crisis, by which time our
chances of getting Noriega had vanished
into thin air.
The CALIFORNIA DREAMIN' award
goes to Governor George Deukmejian, who
managed to scurry away to East Gennany
in time to avoid the earthquake. How' d he
know it was coming? And what in the
world was he doing in East Germany?
The TRICK OR TREAT award goes to
WALL STREET for celebrating an early
Halloween last weekend with a lot of poison-filled candy. If any of you at Haverfrog.
or Bryn Mawr had stock in United or American Airlines, I send you my sincerest sympathy and prayers for your swift recovery.
The SOUND OF SILENCE award goes to
Haverford's FEMINIST ALLIANCE for
messing with a perfectly good moment of
silence at this fall's student plenary.
And last but certainly not least. .. the BILL YUNS AND BILLYUNS OF YEERS
AGO award goes to Haverford astronomy
professor Bruce Partridge, who - if you

The Metamorphosis
of Europe
(continued from page 4)
protectionist stance could result in a trade
war between the U.S. and Europe, in
which both sides would be hurt.
One other significant problem to the
Europeans is the economic dislocation
that will occur directly as a result of the
unification. In the long run, the jobs
created by unification will compensate
for the jobs lost through dislocation.
However, the period immediately after
unification will be one of great confusion,
as the economy adopts itself to a new era
of change.
These formidable problems are accompanied by benefits that will result from
economic unification. One of the major
benefits will be a cure for the sluggishness that has characterized the European
economy for the last 20 years. West German economist Herbert Giersch says:
"By creating a large market, 1992 gives
Europe the opportunity to overcome its
structural problems." Perhaps, this means

ha E
h l
·11 be a ble to
t t urope as a w o e w1
compete aggressively with the younger
economies of the U.S. and Japan.
Presently, European companies are
undergoing a period of reorganization
allowing them to compete more effeclively in the international marketplace.
Recently, there have been many mergers
between European companies producing
larger and tougher competition for the
U.S. and Japan. The increased competiliveness of European companies should
give their economy some additional
force.
Many experts believe that the unification of Europe will create the economic opportunity of a lifetime. According
to Paolo Cecchini, an Italian economist
who prepared a report on the effects of
economic unification, most of the
changes enacted to prepare Europe for
'92 will foster enormous growth. Cecchini says that due to the increased competition, increased innovation, and the
elimination of barriers between nations
there will be dramatic changes in the
European economy. The Gross National
Product for the EEC in the 1990's will
increase by 4.5% annually, price levels
in that time period will fall by 6.1 %
overall, and 1.8 million new jobs will be
created annually. These drastic changes
show the importance of 1992 for Europe. However, there are some questions
about the future.
One of the most important questions
is whether all of the nations will remain

uni~bt.
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Don't eat a thing on the Thursday before Thanksgiving. Then join
the six million Americans who, since 1973, have mailed us the money
they saved to support our life·saving projects. You'll not only learn what
it's like to go hungry. You'll know how good it feels to help those who
are. Please write: "Fast for a World Harvest," oT~
&
115 Broadway, Dept. 4000, Boston, MA 02116.
~~
Or call for more information: (617) 482· 1211..Ali1encaf
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